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Fractal nature and scaling of normal faults in the Espafiola Basin, Rio 
Grande rift, New Mexico: implications for fault growth and brittle strain 

Recently, consitlerablc attention ha\ been dc\,otcd to 

the characterization ot fault populatic~ns for the purpose 

of understanding fault formation , growth and strain. 

Approache\ to gaining such an understanding include. 

for example. dctcrmining scaling law\ and the si7c- 

frequency distributions of fault arrays. PresentI!. the 

size-frequency distribution4 of many fault ppiilation4 
are being recognized as fractal in nature. The fractal 

concept was developed b! hlandelt~r~~t ( I Y67. ION?) and 
is based on the centuries-old observation that man\ 

features, such ah fold\ and fault\, appca~. the umr ;;I 
different scales. Emt~edded in Mandelbrot’a fractal cotl- 

cept is the means mathematicalI\ to describe the size- 

frequency relationship of ob.jects: such as faults. Such ;I 
relationship obevs ;I power-Ia\\ and implies scale- 

invariance and statistical self-similaritv of the described 

objects. It is. in part. quantification of this relationship 

through fractal analysis (l‘urcottc IYN) that allo\vs ;I 
more fundamental understanding of faulty and the p~-o- 
cesscs responsible for their- formation and growth. 

In rcccnt years. thrrc has been a \~rtual explosion ot 

interest in this topic (e.g. Turcotte lYS6, Wattcrson 

1986, Walsh rrcrl. IYY 1. Cowic & Scholz lYY2a.b. Gillcs- 

pie r~f 01. 1992, Hatton et rrl. 1YY.J). For example. tractal 

analysis of faults has been u\ccl to understand the re- 

I;ltionship between brittle structure and seismicity (Hat- 

ton c~ttrl. lYY3). fracture formation and depth (Barton & 

%oback IYYZ), and faulting and strain (Scholz & Cowie 

IOYO. Walsh (‘I 01. IYYI, Marrctt & Allmendinger 1992). 

Swei-al researchers have documented different scaling 

relationships for faults in different tectonic and litholo- 

gic domains (e.g. see Cowie Kr Scholz lYY2b), and. in 

\omc casts there is evidence that large and small faults 

might have different scaling laws (‘fractal tear’ of Scholz 

& Avilcs 1480. Turcotte 198’s. ‘cross over’ of Cowie & 

Scholy lYY?a. ‘multifractal’ compressional duplexes of 

Wojtal 1YY4). These results have evoked different expla- 

nation\ for fault growth which include concepts such as 

\clf-similar and self-affine growth. as well as the depen- 

dcncc on variablcc such as host rock properties and 

remote shear stress (e.g. Watterson 1986, Cowie & 

Scholy lYY?a). Results from distribution analysis have 

also produced opposing opinions on the significance or 

contribution of small, unobserved faults to the total 

ytrain (Scholz & Cowie IYYO, Walsh et 01. 1991, Marrett 

A Allmendingcr IYYZ): if large and small faults have 

differ-ent scaling laws, extrapolation toward smaller 

dimensions (c.g. trace length and termination depth) 

and di\placemcnts will not bc tatid. 

The cxistencc of these many different models prob- 

ably depends, in part, on the nature of the faults. 

sampling proccdurc and tectonic setting. Therefore, in 
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an effort to place constraints on some of these models to 
understand better the physical processes during fault 
growth, we present analyses of a suite of Quaternary 
normal faults from within an active continental rift. and 
characterize the nature of the relationships between 
fault dimensions and displacements. WC address the 
statistical and geological significance of the fractal andy- 

sis used in that characterization and discuss the tectonic 
implications. Specifically. we present: (1) scaling laws 
for a previously unanalyzed population of young normal 
faults in a rift environment: (2) implications for fault 
growth models in this arca, in particular. addressing sclf- 
similar growth implied by the population: and (3) csti- 

mates for the total strain in this part of the basin, 
considering the contribution of small or unobserved 
faults. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The Espaliola Basin is located in the Rio Grandc rift 
in northern New Mexico. U.S.A. It lies south of the San 
Luis Basin and north of the Albuquerque basin (Fig. 1). 

The northern and western basin margins are defined by 
the Emhudo and Pajarito fault zones (Gardner & Goff 
19X-t). respectively. The topography of the western part 
of the hasin consists of mehas and canyons formed in the 
Pleistocene Bandeher Tuff. The Bandelier Tuff com- 
prises a series of ash fall deposits and ignimbrites that 
WCI-c deposited between I .hl Ma and 1.22 Ma (Izett & 
Obradovich 1993) during the eruption of the Valles 
caldera. The Bandclier Tuff consists of two members: 
each is composed of a thick composite ash flow sheet 
over a basal ash fall bed (Bailey ?I al. 1969) and both 
members vary from very densely to poorly welded 
(Bailey er rrl. 1969, Gardner et trl. 1986). Tertiary sedi- 
mentary and volcanic rocks underlie the Bandclier Tuff 
(Fig. 2) and in many places thin patchy Holocene sedi- 
ments overlie the Tuff. 

The western part of the basin is dissected by five 
major. roughly N-trending fault zones (Fig. 2) that 
displace rocks as young as Bandelier Tuff and overlying 
Holocene sediments. The western basin-bounding fault, 
the Pajarito fault zone, formed as early as 5 Ma (Manley 
1970, .4ldrich I%(7) probably in response to roughly EW 
(Aldrich et al. 1986) to ENE-directed (Carter & 
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Gardner lYY3) extension. Vertical offset varies along 
the zone and has an estimated maximum displacement 
of 200 m, down to the east (Gardner Ct House 1987). 
Since 1.2 Ma, at Last the northern segment of the 
Pajarito fault has experienced approximately 125-200 m 
of vertical displacement as determined from the 
E-facing scarp that offsets the youngest member of the 
Bandelier Tuff (Gardner & House lY87). 

FAULT MEASUREMENT 

Four fault zones east of the master Pajarito fault trend 
roughly north and dip steeply east or west. Debris flows 
containing 10 ka (Wong er (11. in preparation) to 3 ka 
(Gardner et al. lYY0) charcoal arc faulted. indicating 
that movement on two faults closest to the Pajarito has 
continued through the Holocene. The Bandelier Tuff is 
offset across all four faults indicating maximum vertical 
displacement ranging up to 30 m on individual faults. 

The western part of the Espariola Basin in which these 
faults occur provides an excellent opportunity to analyze 
the relationships between several dimensions of the 
faults: the region provides unusual exposures in mesa/ 
canyon topography and contains many fault zones of 
different sizes that cut young, cliff-forming host rocks. 
Additionally, faults show dip-slip motion. fault surfaces 
dip steeply and displace approximately horizontal 
layers. These combined factors provide an optimum 
situation for accurate measurement of fault parameters. 

Geometric and kinematic information on fadtS was 

obtained by mapping at a scale of 1: 100 to 1:12,000. In 
many places. fault surfaces are well exposed so that fault 
parameters (e.g. strike and trace length) and direction of 
motion arc actually measured rather than inferred from 
scarps (compare, for example. inferred dips and direc- 
tion of motion of Dawcrs et al. lYY3), computed from 
scan lines or maps (Walsh et nl. IYYI, Peacock & Sander- 
son 1994). or interpreted from seismic reflection profiles 
(Marrett M Allmendinger 1992). Displacements and 
lengths were measured directly from offset planar cool- 
ing unit boundaries within the Bandeher Tuff. Some 
information, gathered from exposures in fault-related 
<addles along mesas. provided three-dimensional con- 
trol of fault surfaces. For each fault, displacement, 
strike. dip. thickness (normal to fault surface), length 
(along strike) and kinematic indicators were measured 
where possible. Trace lengths were determined for 
faults with lengths greater than 100 m. Trace lengths 
shorter than 100 m were typically difficult to determine 
accurately. and thus, are not included here. The magni- 
tudc of error associated with the lengths measured (i.e. 
lengths 2 100 m) is probably a few percent because fault 
terminations were commonly easily observed and 
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mapped at a detailed scale. Displacements on ‘small‘ 
(~3 m) faults wcrc measured directly with a tape 
measure and probably have no significant errors. Larger 
displacements (23 m) were measured by standard Ievel- 
ing techniques using a Brunton compass. Any crrol 
associated with these displacements would be related to 
the precision of the Brunton compass: careful leveling 
probably resulted in errors of 0 to 0.1 m for these 
displacements. 

Ninety individual faults associated with five major 
fault zones were measured by two-dimensional sam- 
pling. Because most of the faults have short lengths and 
small displacements (see next section), only one dis- 
placement was measured on each fault. For the five 
largest faults, however. displacements were measured in 
several places along each trace to assess their displace- 
ment profiles. Only the maximum displacement ob- 
tained for each of these faults is used in the distribution 
analysis (see below) so that the sampling dimensions are 
comparable for faults with displacements of all magni- 
tudes (see Marrett & Allmendinger 1991). All faults 
dissect the Bandelier Tuff and most displace sedimen- 
tary deposits overlying the Tuff. Faults trend roughly 
north and dip steeply cast or west (Fig. 3a). Slickensided 
surfaces reveal exclusively normal motion on all but part 
of one minor slip surface near a fault tip (Fig. 3b). 

Recent reports suggest that to assess accurately the 
dimensional relationships of faults, fault dimensions 
should span several orders of magnitude and comprise a 
single data set (see, for example. Childs et ul. 1990, 
Cowie & Scholz 1992b, Gillespie of al. 1992). Further, 
Wojtal (1994) even suggests separating single data sets 
from mature fault systems into groups based on different 
fault magnitudes to examine more accurately the dy- 
namics of the population. Faults in this study have 
displacements that span five-orders of magnitude and 
comprise an immature fault system that occurs in a 
single. small tectonic environment. Therefore, this 
should be one of the best data sets with which to 
determine the nature of the population: for example, the 
characteristic fractal dimension and scaling relationship. 
Additionally, in the past I .2 Ma, this region has experi- 
enced only one phase of tectonic deformation which 
should simplify interpretation of fault patterns and re- 
sultant strains (see, for example, Peacock & Sanderson 
199-I). Ultimately, characterizing these faults should 
help further understanding of continental rift faults and 
advance ideas on fault growth models. 

FAULT POPULATIOh’ AND DIMENSIONS 

To characterize this suite of faults fully, we present the 
size frequency distribution of fault displacements, the 
displacement-length correlation and the displacement 
profiles along individual faults. 

A population of faults can be visualized with a fault 
displacement population plot which compares maxi- 
mum displacement on a fault tract. d,,,;,,, with the 
number of faults with maximum displacement greater 
than. or equal to d ,,,‘, x. as shown in Fig. 4. The large 
range of displacements and large number of faults yields 
a reasonably complete curve that shows a straight-line 
segment (a of Fig. 4) for faults with small $, and a 
segment of steeper slope at higher values of rl (b of Fig. 
4). ‘The straight-line segment (a) is a reflection of an 
unavoidable sampling bias (‘truncation’ of Jackson & 
Sanderson 1992). This bias ncccssarily occurs because 
100% of the faults that exist in an area cannot be 
observed unless there is 100% three-dimensional ex- 
posure. This is clearly supported by the large number of 
fault5 with small (s I m) displacements exposed in road 
cuts that would otherwise have escaped observation. 
Additionally, faults with very small displacements will 
likely escape observation if ~1 is much smaller than bed 
thickness. Faults in this category are termed ‘small’ 
because they are not observable at a mappable scale for 
the given region and will, therefore, be under- 
represented. On this basis, it is assumed that the popu- 
lation of faults with displacements less than a few meters 
is much larger than that measured. and that the straight- 
line segment (a) is unrepresentative of the fractal nature 
of faults in the western Espailola Basin. This problem is 
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not unique to this study. as it ix similar to the hyperbolic 
tails observed by Lovejoy & Mandelbrot ( lYX5) and by 
Mandelbrot (1967). who could not obtain an exact value 
for the length of a coast line because of millimetric-scale 
irregularities (see Turcotte 1992). At the moment, work 
is in progress (Carter in preparation) to explore frac- 
tional sampling that could further the understanding of 
this sampling bias. 

The steep part (b) of the slope in Fig. 3. on the other 
hand. represents faults with displacements greater than 
approximately 1 m. Because faults of this size arc easily 
detectable at the detailed level of mapping done in this 
study, it is unlikely that a significant number of faults of 
that magnitude were not measured. The completeness in 
representation of faults in this size range suggests that 
their population can be used to determine D, the fractal 
dimension of the fault set. The fractal dimension. in this 
case, is a means to quantify how fault5 at one scale relate 
to faults at a different scale: it is csscntially the slope of 
the logarithm of the power-law curve for the size- 
frequency distribution (see next section). Although it 
remains unclear if II characterizes the entire fault popu- 
lation, it is certain that the number of small faults is 
larger than that which can be documented and. there- 
fore, the slope of the straight-line segment (a) should be 
steeper. similar to D of the steeper scgmcnt (lines u. v or 
x. of Fig. 1). 

Statistical uwluotiotl of tli.\plac.c,t~lc~~rt llrlrrr. Figure 5 
shows displacements for 31 of the largest faults. The 
distribution of these data appears to be heavy-tailed in 
the sense that a disproporticlnatc amount of total dis- 
placement is contributed by a few very large faults. For 
instance. the largest fault ha\ ;I displacement that is 
about the same size as the sum of the other displace- 

ments. Furthermore, the largest displacement is more 
than five sample standard deviations from the sample 
mean. an event that would occur about three times in 
10.000.000 if the data were normally distributed. 

We model N(r), the number of faults with displace- 
ment greater than r, by a hyperbolic distribution, 

iv(r) = cfFf), (1) 

because It is heavy-tailed. CL and ZI are constants that we 
estimate below. Q indicates the number of displacements 
greater than one. 

D is called the fractal dimension of N(r)(Mandelbrot 
& Wallace 1968) and the hyperbolic distribution is 
statistically self-similar in the sense of Mandelbrot 
(1982): that is, N(dr) = XRN(r) (for an arbitrary con- 
stant, J.). When D < I, hyperbolic distributions are so 
long-tailed that their ensemble mean and variance are 
infinite. which indicates that there are effectively no 
limits on the expected size of displacement or on their 
variance. 

We estimate D and u by least squares regression of 
log N(u) against log r, 

log N(r) = log a - D log r. (2) 

In fact, we performed three different regressions be- 
cause of uncertainty of the smallest displacement rep- 
resenting the lower limit of the ‘large’ fault set, and there 
is apparently no strong theory to establish the cutoff. For 
the first regression (u of Fig. 4) we used the group of 32 
faults with displacements greater than 1 m which is the 
displacement corresponding to the change in slope. The 
second and third regressions (v and x of Fig. 4) consisted 
of 20 displacements greater than 3 m. and 13 displace- 
ments greater than 6 m, respectively. The limits of these 
two groups were chosen based on the confidence with 
which we believed we could certainly recognize the 
minimum displacement at the scale of mapping. It is 
unlikely that faults with d. _ < 3 m were not measured, and 
even more unlikely that any faults with d G 6 m escaped 
measurement. The regressions on those groups, there- 
fore, arc valid representations of the majority of this 
fault population. Results are shown in Table 1. 

The fit of all three equations is very good: correlations 
are high and the F-tests for D = 0 are highly significant 
indicating a strong linear relation between logarithm of 
displacement and logarithm of numbers of faults. Values 
of log (1 are reasonably close across all three regressions; 
note that they yield expected values of N( 1) = CL between 
about 37 and 55. which are reasonably near 32. the 
number actually observed. 

Values of D do not appear significantly different. We 
calculated confidence intervals for them (Table 2) for 
two reasons: first. D controls the statistical properties of 
N(r). We are especially interested to see whether D is 
significantly less than 1, in which case, the tails of N(r) 
are quite heavy. Table 2 indicates that this is so for all 
three samples. Second, we want to see whether the 
confidence intervals overlap. Because Table 2 indicates 
that they do, we conclude that the selection of the 
sample does not critically affect our estimates of D. It is, 
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thcreforc, reasonable to suggest that the value of I) is 
somewhere around 0.71 and this is geologically hup- 
ported in that the minimum cutoff displacement valuex 
(3 m. 6 m) for the two data sets yielding I) = 0.74 and D 
= 0.79, would be reasonably easy to detect in the field, 
compared to that (1 m) from which 1) = 0.66 was 
derived. 

It is interesting to see how heavy the tails of N(r) are 
with the values of log I/. and II in Tablc 1. For displace- 
ments of 200 m. the size of thtl largest displacement 
N(200) = I. 1s fo1- log f/. = I .58 and D = 0.66. !\‘(XO) = 
0.91 for log (1 = 1 .67 and II = 0.74. N(200) = 81 for log (1 
= I .74 and 1) = 0.79. These are in \;ery good agreement 
with the actual number. I. of displacements ~=200 m. 
(Note: log il:;,c,ii;,i = 1 .9h. Mhich is the number of actual 
faults measured with cl :- 0.01 m. Log N~,t,,,p~r,,l,c~, = 3.5 
which is the number of faults with ~1 -: 0.01 m. predicted 
to exist based on the extrapolation of the slope to its 
intercept at the absissa on Fig. 4.) 

The fault parameters discussed here include trace 
length. (I<). maximum displacement on a fault trace, 
(tl,,,<,,). and width (dimension parallel to the slip direc- 
tion). The traces of all faults (except the Pajarito) are 
ICU than 8 km long, and most (84%) are shorter than 3 
km (Fig. 6). The depths at which most faults terminate 
(i.c. maximum widths) are unknown. However, because 
fault ;I (Fig. 2) is steeply (ca. 70”) W-dipping (Fig. 3a), 
geometrically it could terminate at a depth of ~2.5 km if 
it intersects the surface of the Pajarito fault. Based on 
this, and the short lengths of all faults, fault widths are 
assumed to be short. 

Fault displacements and lengths are plotted in Fig. 6 
and show a linear relationship which indicates that the 
ratio, d,,,,, /L, is nearly constant. Cowie & Scholz 
( 19Y2b) term this scaling parameter y. and suggest that it 
depends on the shear strength, shear modulus and 
frictional resistance of the faulted host rock. For this 
data set, y = 5 x 10p3 which. on a log-log plot (Fig. 6a), 
represents the best fit line of constant shear strain 
(Scholz Sr Cowic 1990). It is interesting that some of the 
largest faults have had several episodes of movement 
throughout the Quaternary (Gardner etal. 1990), yet yis 
constant for these and smaller faults, some of which have 
probably moved only once (e.g. faults with d s 1 m). 
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Displacement protiles for five faults (excluding the 
Pajarito) are shown in Fig. 7. These faults. \\:hich have 
curved traces at both ends. appear to be unsegmented 
continuous, individual surfaces. l*cngths and displace- 
ments range from 3.25 to 10 km (Figs. 7. 6 and 7) and 
zero to 37 m (Figs. -1-7). rcspectivcly. The profiles shon 
displacements only at points along a fault where vertical 
offset could bc accuratcty mcnsured. Displacement 
varies relatively systematically along the length of each 
fault: maxima occut- away from the center of the fault 
and displacement dccreasc\ abruptly toward the fault 
tips. Near the tips of Tour of the longest faults. displacc- 
ment is large (Fig. 7) and appears to be transferred into 
diffuse fractured ZOIWS. l‘hesc LOIICS have ;I higher 
fracture density compared to the surl-ounding host rock. 
and comprise sub-parallel fractures in a band parallel to. 
and wider than. the fault surface. The length of only 
three fault-tip fracture zones were measured (a. c & d of 

Fig. 2) because of the difficulty in judging accurately the 

decreasing density of fractures as the zone diffuses into 
the host rock away from the fault tip. Fracture zone 
lengths are estimated to be 0.36,0.4 and 0.29 for faults a, 
c and d (Fig. 2), respectively. 

INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
STRAIN 

Analysis of faults in the Espariola Basin, using fault 
populations. dimensional relationships and displace- 
ment profiles shows that the faults have a fractal size 
distribution, a linear relationship between displacement 
and length, and varying displacement gradients along 
the fault traces. 

Faults in this population appear the same at different 
scales and displacements obey a power-law, or hyperbo- 
lic, distribution (see Fig. 4 and previous section). There- 
fore. these faults are scale-invariant, for the range 
mapped. and are considered to be fractal in nature. 
Scaling of the self-similar behavior is quantified by the 
fractal dimension, D, which. for these faults, is between 
0.66 and 0.7Y [equation (2) and Fig. it]. This behavior 
exists over at least two, and probably over five-orders of 
magnitude. which is further indication that faulting, 
here, is scale-invariant. Similar conclusions for other 
data sets have been controversial. in part because of 
limited range of scale, small fault population, and data 
collection biases (see Cowie & Scholz 1992b). Turcotte 
( 1Y8Y. p. l73), for example. proposes that ‘under some 
circumstances, different fractal scaling may be appli- 
cable at different scales’. Barton & Zoback (1992) 
suggest that there may be only a limited range over 
which self-similar behavior can be assured. In part, 
questions regarding the different scaling relationships 

0 2 4 6 8 

Trace length south to north (km) 

Fig. 7. Fault displacement (~i,,,.~~) profiles (smoothed) for faults a 
through c‘ of Fig. 2. Note a\ymmc‘tric distribution and abrupt decrease 
in displacement at fault terminations. Errors associated with displace- 

ment measurements arc not vkible plotted at this scale. 
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between large and small faults could rctlect tcctonlc 

environment and incompatible data from combined data 

sets as pointed out by Cowic & Scholr (IYY2b) and 

Wojtal (1994). For this intimately known. carefully 

gathered data set, small faults arc known to bc under- 

represented (see previous section) and cannot hc 

assumed to obey the same fractal scaling as large faults. 

However, because the population of small faults must bc 

larger than measured. slope a of Fig. 4 must he steeper. 

although WC cannot, at present. determine an accurate 

fractal dimension for just this part of the population. L+‘c 

can, however, reasonably and conservatively suggc\t 

that the fractal dimension of such small faults must he 

closer to that for larger faults (D G 0.74. see Fig. 3). 

Implications. therefore, are that. within this active, 

immature tectonic region. faulting appears to bc scale 

invariant (at least for faults with rl > I m and probably 

for the entire population). and that the distributic~n c;~n 

be described by a single fractal dimension. 

The scale-invariant relationship of faults has impli- 

cations for estimating total strain in this region. Scvcral 

authors (e.g. Scholz cY: Cowie IYYO. LValsh CI rrl. IYOI . 

Marrett & Allmendinger IYYI. IYY?). suggest that it 

fault data show a power-law relationship. total strain can 

be estimated. Further. if ~1 and 1 ar-e \ystematicall! 

related. Marrett & Allmendingcr (IYYI) provide ;I 

method to estimate tw,o-dimensional strain through 

summation of the geometric moment ot tautts. Ls~ng 

equations (6b) and ( 14) (Marrctt & Allmendingcr IYY I, 

p. 7.16). in which (‘, = 0.7-l and c‘ = 1 for this population. 

the total geometric movement is 221 .h6 km;. Total 

strain across this area. then. using equation (1 1) tram 

Wcstaway (I9Y4) is 5.03%. If the contribution of tinol~- 

served faults were not considered. and strain wet-c 

calculated based solely on the observed displacement\. 

the two-dimensional strain across the region would have 

been 4.75%. For this region. then, it appears that the 

contribution of small unobscrvcd faults to the total 

strain is small. accounting for at mo\t (I”~~ of the tot:iI 

strain. 

That the contribution of unobserved faults. detcl 

mined by extrapolation. is small does not re\olvc the 

conflict of whcthcr small faults can be neglected in ;I 

regional strain estimate (see Scholz & C’owir IYYO. King 

& Cisternas 1YYl. Walsh et r/l. 1YY I . Marrctt & Allmen& 

ingcr lYY2). Rather. in thi\ cast. the apparently \m;~ll 

contribution to strain from fault\ IW~I- the limit ot 

resolution (L/ 5 I m) pl-&ably reiL.ct< tv,~ things: ( I ) 

Faults in this size fraction arc becoming Ic\a important ;I\ 

the fault system evolves: faults with (1 --’ I ITI could IX! 

accommodating progressi\~elv more strain a\ larger 

faults play a more dominant- role. (2) k3xusc many 

faults with displacements a4 small as ti - 0.01 m wer’c 

actually mcasurcd in this art‘a. the\ do not constitute 

part of the ‘unobserved‘ fraction. ‘Theretore. the unot>- 

served fraction is smaller than that which \vould hale 

resulted if none of those small faults had been fortu- 

tously exposed in road cuts and construction site\. ‘T‘his 

conclusion does not suggest that small faults arc unin- 

portant in other regions where mapping might be .It ;i 

different scale (c.g. faults with d 5 1 m are not mapped), 

or faults arc reactivated. or exist in a different tectonic 

setting. Further, it can be speculated that the contri- 

bution of ‘small faults to this population might be 

similar to that in other relatively simple active continen- 

tal rift zones where faults arc young and unreactivated. 

I~ia~tltrt~c~tt7c~nt rtt7d lengIl rekitionship 

Fault\ in this region show a lincar relationship bc- c 
tween displacement and length, which is consistent with 

theoretical results which show that, for single data sets, 

4,.1\ and L arc linearI), related. The scaling parameter, 

;I. (4opc with line in Fig. (,a) for this relationship is 

3 x IO ‘. In the model of Cowie & Scholz (1992a,b), the 

constant of proportionality depends on the remote shear 

stresse\ and host rock properties shear strength, shear 

modulus and frictional resistance. According to their 

inelastic model of deformation, Cowie & Scholz 

( IYY2a.b) suggest that d,,,,,,/L will bc large for host rocks 

with large shear strengths. small shear moduli and small 

frictional rcsistancc. Assuming their models are correct 

(i.e. that tl,,,. I, if< is dependent on host rock properties 

and tectonic cnvironmcnt), faults in the western Espa- 

liola Basin should provide information about the host 

rock ;I> well as ;I standard for scaling of normal faults in 

an active continental rift. 

All faults, except the major western margin (Pajarito) 

fault have small ratios of d,,,,,,ll< and lengths of 8 km or 

lcsh. and more than 84% of these faults have traces 

5hortcr than 3 km. Based on models of Cowie & Scholz 

( lYY)7b). thcsc dimensions, combined with the inferred 

width of fault c of Fig. 21 (see previous section on 

displacement and length), suggest that faults probably 

do not span the brittle crust and that host rocks in this 

region have ;I collectively low shear strength, large shear 

I~O~LI~LI~ and high frictional resistance. If rcmotc shear 

strc\\e\ were relatively constant throughout faulting, 

the\c host rock properties should characterize those of 

the mixed volcanic, volcaniclastic and sedimentary 

packages in this arca (Fig. 2). 

1 t IS interesting that the scaling relationship for faults 

111 thix region appears to bc valid over a wide range 

(length = 100 m to 35 km) of fault sizes. This has also 

hecn not4 ty a few others (e.g. Dawers et al. 19Y3); 

howcvcr. many authors recently have suggested that 

large and small faults might obey different scaling laws. 

Scholy & Aviles (lYX6) note that large earthquakes are 

not \elf-similar with small earthquakes and suggest the 

term ‘fractal tear’ to describe the hierarchical jump 

bct\\een them (thereby inferring a similar relationship 

bet\\ccn the scismogeriic faults). Turcotte (1989) specu- 

Iatcs that different fractal scaling might be applicable at 

different scaies under some circumstances. Cowie & 

Scholz (lYY2b) suggest that faults not spanning the 

hrittlc crust might scale differently from faults that do 

span the crust. The nearly constant ratio (log d,,,;,,l 
log 1.) for Espariola Basin faults. therefore, is probably 

indicative of a particular fault growth history in which 

there ih a relationship between successive stages of 
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growth of individual faults. Because log d,,,;,,/log L is the 
same for faults known to have cxperienccd different 
numbers and amounts of movement. that ratio neccss- 
arily reflects a different stage of devclopmrnt for each 
individual fault. This strong]!, suggests that, for these 
faults, displacement and length have increased pro- 
portionately during each growth incrcrnent. In terms of 
length. this is consistent with the idea of Cowie & Scholr 
(1992~) that ‘increase in the Icngth of a fault in an 
earthquake that ruptures the entire fault is ;I constant 
proportion, Y. of its previous length’. By vlrtuc of the 
scaling relationship of d,,,,,/L in this data set. the wnc 

basic relationship must be true of displacement. That is. 
each increment of d must be a constant proportion of its 
previous magnitude. 

Although log cl,,,,, /log 1. is ncarll constant for thi> 
data set. suggesting that similar faulting mechanism\ 
were active during the cvolutinn of each individual fault. 
there is some scatter that might rrcflect sampling artifacts 
or particular growth mechanisms. Thi\ scatter should bc 
expected considering the number of variables that could 
affect this ratio (rl,,,,,, /L). For example, the scatter could 
reflect the different dimensions of chords (see Walsh & 
Watterson 19x8) across different parts of fault surfaces. 
different eathquake focal depths. non-uniform slip dis- 
tributions along :I fault surface. and different slip distri- 
butions along different faults. Alternatively. ii faulting 
was dominated by linking of relatively short fault seg- 
ments, faults might disl7r0porti’)natcI\ increaxc in length 
compared to displacement (assuming systematic link- 
age), thereby creating a distribution of tault\ Lvith ;I 

trend away from the line 5 x 10~ ’ in Fig. h(a). Thcrc is. 
however. no systematic variation within the scatter ~-en- 
dcring it unlikely that ;I particular proce\\. such a4 
systematic fault-linkage. crcnted the observed scatter. 
Lastly, it might simply be that the minor scatter of sonic 
points in Figs. 6(a) & (b) rctjects fault tip growth into ;I 

different (subsurface) host rock. that faults nucleated at 
different depths or remote shear stress and shear resist- 
ance changed during the life of the faults. If anv of these 
possibilities wcrc significant factor\, they wo;ild imp]! 
that individual faults esperienccd slightly different con- 
ditions at some point in their development compared to 
those faults with a better correlation cocfticicnt to the 
line 5 x 10- ’ in Fig. 6(a). 

The relationship bctwccn log tl,,,:,, and log I. for 
Espafiola Basin faults is similar to on<’ other publish4 
data set: normal faults in coal beds in the British 
Coal Measures (Walsh ;Yr L+‘attcrson 1987) also show 
small ratios of (1 to L tar faults of cinliliir scale. If the 
scaling of displacement and length clcpends on rock 
properties and tectonic en\,ironment. then these \imi- 
larities imply that the coal beds bchavcd much like the 
weak layered deposits in the Espariola Basin, or that the 
faults formed in a similar tectonic environment. (‘on- 
parison of similarly scaled faults from diffcrcnt area5 
should be possible in more detail ;IS data become avail- 
able. 

The dense fracture zones surrounding the termin- 
ations of at least live of the longc5t fault hones. might 

also hold information about the faulting process and 
host rock properties. This zone, termed the process 
zone, .s. (Atkinson 1987, Scholz ef nl. 1993, also called 
‘break down zone’ of Cowie Kr Scholz 1992a), comprises 
the zone of inelastic deformation localized near the fault 
termination where displacement decreases to near zero 
and the stress concentration at that point is accommo- 
dated by distributed fracturing rather than by sliding. 
For three of the longest faults. the process zone lengths 
range from ZY’% to30”/0 of the fault length. which is large 
compared to the general relationship of 10% to 20% 
reported for other data sets (C’owie & Scholz 1992a). 
Although only three zones were measured, it appears 
that s is relatively long and well developed for faults in 
this region. which implies that inelastic deformation dies 
out slo\\ly at the fault tip and is spread throughout a 
large volume. According to models of Cowie 6i Scholz 
( I YY2a). \uch distributed deformation probably reflects 
generally weak host rocks (i.e. relatively low shear 
strengths and low frictional resistance) which is consist- 
c-nt with their idea that s is inversely proportional to 
shear strength (Cowic & Scholz 1992a). 

Fault displacement profiles in Fig. 7 show an asym- 
metric distribution: the maximum displacement is not at 
the ccntcr of the fault trace and displacement drops off 
:kbruptly near fault terminations. Displacement at the 
tips of the two largest faults decreases abruptly from tens 
of mrtc1.s to zero. The shape of the profiles neither 
support5 nor precludes the suggestion (above) that these 
l’aults al-c self-similar. Faults could have initiated with, 
,~nd maintained throughout their growth, a shape similar 
to their present geometry. In this case, successive rup- 
turc events would have increased displacements and 
lengths at roughly similar proportions after an initially 
;~\ymmc‘tric distribution was imprinted upon fault incep- 
tion. Such a scenario is supported by the nearly constant 
r:1tio of tl ,,,~,X/l. described in the previous section. 

It is interesting that, for the faults profiled. there is a 

r;rpid &crease in displacement near the fault tip. indica- 
ti\ c of strong host rocks, yet thcsc faults also have small 
ratio\ of t/,,,,,,il-. and, for three faults, relatively long 
process /ones. which are indicative of weak host rocks 
(C‘owic & Scholr 1YYZa). It is possible that, because the 
&ape of \ is unknown in three dimensions, its relatively 
long length might reprcscnt near surface distributed 
detormation that preferentially occurs in the weak upper 
Ia!,cr\ of the host rock (Bandclier Tuff) on the two faults 
L~lose5t to the master fault. 

CONCLCSIONS AND REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

I‘he fault population in the w-cstern Espariola basin 
\ho\vs a power-law. or fractal, size distribution which 
implies that faults are self similar and. therefore, scale 
Invariant over at least three and probably five, orders of 
nlagnitudc. The power-law nature can be statistically 
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addressed using frnctal scaling Irelationships in which the 
tractal dimension. D. chat-actcri/.cs the linear segment ot 
the po~ver-law curve. For this population. fault groups 
wcrc chosen by imposing statistical and geologic litnits to 
cxlculate and statistically coniparc different fractal 
dimensions. Results yield value:, of D between 0.66 and 
0.79. which is Lvithin the range of 0.37 5 II, s I .7 noted 
i‘or other fault populations (XC Marrett & Allmcndin~er 
1992). 

At pt-escnt. it cannot bc contirmed that this value is 
also chat-acturistic of small unohservcd faults in the arc;I. 
Rccauxe ;i tcw road cuts fortuitously expose small faults 
that woultl otherwise lime escaped tneasurement. it 1s 
suggested that the unobserved fault fraction would be 
charactcrizcd I,! a ft-actal dimension similar to. if not the 
same ;IS, that of the c>bscrvcd population (xc Fig. 1) 
(C‘arter in prcparafic~n). Accordingly. it is suggested that 
t’aults tn this data bet are scale invariant and that the 
fractal dimension necessarily reprcaents a \‘et-v voung. 
probahlv immature. active fault population in- ii’ conti- 
nental t-it’t environment in which data were obtained tx 
direct ticld measurement. It dots not follow that this 
scaling t-<lationxhip is rcprcsentativc of those charactcr- 
izitig mature strike slip or- thrust l‘ault 4ystetns (see AL iles 
cV ~1. 1987 and I+‘ojtal IOU. t-espcctivel!,) which coiilcl lx 
governed by differ-cnt txcrgy and mechanical laws that. 
WC belic\c, ultimntclv dctetminc the fractal character ot 
fragmentation pro&es. such ;I> t’aulting. On the othet- 
hand. the t-clationship ot thi\ Iractal ditncnsion to other 
data set\ in similar tectonic settings (i.c. active. imtna- 
tut-e CxtenGonal dom;iitt~) i4 speculative: it could be 
xuggestcd that ii similar fractal ditiienGon ~~oulti 1x2 
found it the same sampling proccdurea were emplo~cd. 

E3ascd on the fractal dimen\iott of the population, the 
contribution to total c?ctension from the unobscrvcd 
t’ault fraction i\ appr~~\imatel!~ 6”,,. Considering the 
contribution tram all l‘aulls. thi5 arc‘2 has cxtcndcd at 
least 5”Cj 4ince 1.7 Ma. 

Finallv. 2 dircct corrcl;itton Ixtwccn dixplaccm~nt 
anti Ic.ngth OI faults in thi4 arca auggcst\ that the\ obcv ;I . . 
scaling t-clationship in which the ratio. log tl,,,,,,ilog l., is 
5 x IO ‘. ‘l‘his relationship is observccl fat- faults covet- 
three or&r-s of magnitude inrltcatin~ that there is no 
dilfercncu in scaling bctwcen I,rrgc and small fault5 in 
this re$or-1. If. ‘14 suggested h\ (‘owic & Scholz ( 1902h). 
taults 21-c loaded b\: :I con4tatit rcmrjte strc%\\. c(,,,,,, xcalek 
!incat-Iv with length and thet-cf’o!-e. Ihe scaling relation- 
4iip 01- tl,,,,,,il. t-Llatcs to the hoht rock propertic\ ancl 
tcctottic cnvironmcnt. Mot-co\,er. thi\ relationship helps 
constrain qx)wth modcl4. For this region. ill,,,,,ild i\ 
intcrpt-c‘lcd a4 reflecting: ( 1 ) IO\Y host I-ock shca~ 
5tt-Cngth< and/or high rentotc 4hciit- 5tt.e\\e\: atid (2) that 
tnos;t ot the short (s: 7 km) faults do not extend through- 
out the brittle crust (see C‘on~c M Scholz 1992;1.b). 
Hccau\c f:rult\ in (hi< rcgiott ha\,C had 92vcr;tl episodes c>t 
niovemcnt yet maintain ;I coti\t;itit ratio of log cl,,,,,,! 
log I.. it is reasc~tiahle to suggest that di\placcnicnt and 
Icngth have increa\cd pi~op~~t~li0~i;licl~ during most 
~rowtll increments. hloreo~er. the t-clati\,c con\tanc\~ 
(linixar trend) of cl,,,,,, il. ;tnd relative ~;1lue5 of c(,,,,(, to I. 

could be consistent with faulting dominated by propaga- 
tion of shear fractures rather than by systematic fault 
linkage. 

The fractal nature of faults in the Espafiola Basin is 
similar to that of faults in other regions and comp- 
lements those data sets. The simple scaling relationship 
of these faults and its implications for fault growth 
processes could be representative of those for active 
faults in other extending regions. 
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